The view that multiple movements are necessary and sufficient for a pair list reading to obtain is developed, and is shown to extend to three typologically unrelated languages, Hungarian, Serbo-Croatian and Japanese, once the focus structure of their multiple wh-interrogatives is taken into account. Within a functional approach to multiple questions, a particular combination of the movement and non-movement accounts of wh-in-situ is advocated, along two dimensions. First, wh-in-situ is interpreted either via movement or via binding of a choice function variable. Second, a choice function itself can either stay in situ (the standard view), or it can undergo movement.
Introduction
It is a long-standing assumption that interrogative wh-expressions in single questions are a subcase of focus, an assumption that is evidenced by a variety of prosodic and semantic parallelisms, as well as syntactic similarities (cf. Rochemont 1978 Rochemont , 1986 Culicover and Rochemont 1983; Horváth 1981 Horváth , 1986 É. Kiss 1987) . * As for structural descriptions, single overt wh-movement is commonly assumed to target the same syntactic projection in the clausal hierarchy as syntactic focusing (identified as FocP, cf. Brody 1990 , Rizzi 1997 . The semantic/syntactic focus status of wh-elements in multiple wh-interrogatives has been much less studied. One notable exception is Bošković's work, who advocates the view that syntactic focusing figures prominently in the syntax of multiple questions in a number of multiple whfronting (MF) languages (Bošković 1997 (Bošković , 1998 (Bošković , 2000 . In the present paper I seek to link up two, I believe closely related, topics in the area of multiple wh-interrogatives. One is the focus structure of multiple wh-questions, and in relation to that, the syntactic analysis of their fronted and in situ wh-elements. The other issue this study is concerned with is answerhood conditions in terms of the dichotomy of single pair vs. pair list interpretations. I show that a proper analysis of the focus structure of multiple questions plays a crucial role in the explanation of their answerhood conditions. Pursuing this path, I advocate the following generalization, which I demonstrate to hold up cross-linguistically.
(1) Pair List Generalization (PLG) A pair list interpretation is generated at the syntax/semantics interface only in the (overt or covert) presence of wh-elements in a single functional projection FP, where F 0 bears a [wh]-feature.
The paper is structured in the following way. I start by arguing that multiple foci constructions in Hungarian can receive two interpretations and can be mapped to two corresponding LF structures: one with covert movement of the in situ focus, and another without such movement (Section 2). Next it is established that [foc] is not an inherent property of wh-phrases, but is a feature that they can be associated with in the Numeration (Section 3). I then examine variations in multiple wh-questions in Hungarian as a function of the distribution of the [foc] feature (Section 4). Building on the analysis of Hungarian multiple wh-fronting in Surányi (2005) as well as on an analogy with multiple foci constructions examined in Section 2, it is established that a pair list interpretation is generated if and only if multiple movements of whphrases target a single FocP, either overtly or covertly. The proposal is qualified in Section 5, where it is extended to Serbo-Croatian MF, for which Bošković's (1997 Bošković's ( , 1998 structural analysis is adopted. Finally, Japanese wh-questions are considered, where again it is shown that focus structure plays a central role, and it is demonstrated that the PLG also derives an interpretive effect of wh-islands discussed recently by Kitagawa, Roehrs, and Tomioka (2004) . 
Multiple foci: Structures and interpretations
Hungarian, in contrast to languages such as Italian or Korean, exhibits constructions involving multiple identificational foci (identificational in the sense of É. Kiss (1998) ), illustrated in (2):
(2) a. JÁNOS evett meg CSAK KÉT SÜTEMÉNYT. J.
eat-PAST-3SG PREF only two cookie-ACC 'It was John who ate only two cookies.' b.
JÁNOS hívta meg egy sörre PÉTERT, J.
invite-PAST-3SG PREF a beer-to P.-ACC és nem PÉTER (hívta meg egy sörre) SANYIT. and not P.
invite-PAST-3SG PREF a beer-to S.-ACC 'JOHN treated PETER to a beer, and it's not the case that PETER treated ALEX to a beer.'
To be able to investigate the focus structure of Hungarian multiple wh-questions, the focus structure of Hungarian multiple foci constructions will be inspected first.
As argued by Krifka (1991) , multiple foci constructions can receive one of two possible interpretations (see also van Hoof's (2003) analogous distinction between 'conjoined' focus and 'matching' focus, adopting Comorovski's (1996) terms for the two major types of multiple questions). One interpretation, coined 'complex focus' in Krifka (1991) , involves two phonological foci, but only one semantic focus, i.e. the alternatives are (ordered) pairs (as in John only introduced SUE to BILL). 'True multiple foci' constructions involve the application of two (or more) focus operators at two (or more) points of the semantic derivation (as in Only JOHN fell in love only with SUE). The distinction exists in Hungarian: in fact (2b) above is a case of a 'complex focus ', while (2a) is an instance of true multiple foci.
Concentrating on complex focus now, I examine the following question: Does the second occurrence of focus get associated with the first focus via syntactic movement? Consider first (4) and (5), both continuations of the context in (3). (4) is an instance of complex focus, with a second focus located within an subjunctive complement clause. (5) contrasts minimally with (4): there the subjunctive clause is an adjunct. This syntactic difference produces a difference in acceptability.
2 (3) A: I've heard that many teachers want to get rid of many first year students this year. B: Well, not quite: (4) (Csak) KÉT TANÁR szeretné, hogy kirúgjanak KÉT DIÁKOT. only two teacher would.like that PREF-expel-SUBJ-3PL two student-ACC '(Only) TWO TEACHERS would like to get TWO STUDENTS expelled.' (5) ?* (Csak) KÉT TANÁR készített nehéz vizsgát, (only) two teacher prepare-PAST-3SG difficult exam-ACC azért hogy megbuktasson KÉT DIÁKOT. so that PREF-fail-SUBJ-3SG two student-ACC '(Only) TWO TEACHERS made up a difficult exam to fail TWO STUDENTS.' Now compare (6), which is another variation on (4).
(6) (Csak) KÉT TANÁR szeretné, hogy KÉT DIÁKOT rúgjanak ki. only two teacher would.like that two student-ACC expel-SUBJ-3SG PREF '(Only) TWO TEACHERS would like to get TWO STUDENTS expelled.'
In (6) the focused phrase in the embedded clause is in a preverbal focus position. This results in an interpretive difference: while (4) receives a complex focus reading, (6) lacks this meaning. On the complex focus interpretation, 'two teachers' in (4) can be (and is in fact preferred to be) interpreted as not distributing over 'two students', in which case altogether two students are affected. A distributive reading is enforced in (6), a 'true multiple foci' construction: assuming a context where the two teachers have two disjoint groups of students, they wish altogether four students to be expelled. For (4) above, even in the case of disjoint groups of students, it is possible (in fact, preferred) that only two students are involved (in this case, one from each group).
Finally, consider (7), once again forming a minimal pair with (4):
(7) * (Csak) KÉT TANÁR szeretné, hogy only two teacher would.like that kirúgjanak csak KÉT DIÁKOT. PREF-expel-SUBJ-3SG only two student-ACC '(Only) TWO TEACHERS would like to get only TWO STUDENTS expelled.'
Here the in situ second focus in the embedded clause is associated with its own focus particle 'only', and the sentence is ungrammatical. In contrast, when the second focus is fronted within the embedded clause (regardless of whether it has a csak 'only' particle, or lacks one, as in (6)), the sentence is fully acceptable.
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The following generalizations emerge from these data. First, the interpretation where the first focus does not distribute over the second is not available when the second focus cannot move to the position of the first (due to an island boundary), cf. (5), or when the second focus moves (overtly) to a position lower than that of the first, cf. (6). Given that only the semantic composition of Krifka's (1991) 'complex focus' can result in the non-distributive reading, it can be concluded that (8) holds:
(8) The 'complex focus' reading requires (covert) movement of the second focus to the (position of the) first focus.
Second, in a bi-clausal multiple foci construction, the 'true multiple foci' interpretation is not available when the second focus remains in situ in the embedded clause. Since such an interpretation is forced by the two independent focus particles in (7), the result is plain ungrammaticality.
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Subjunctive clauses, similarly to infinitives, are known to be domains that are transparent for various kinds of syntactic movements. In this regard they differ from indicatives (which have their own independent tense). Targeting a 'complex focus' interpretation analogous to that of (4), example (9a), containing an embedded indicative, is severely degraded in comparison to (4). When the in situ focus is located in a third indicative clause (9b), the result is unacceptable. This patterning recalls the proposal in Bošković (1998 Bošković ( , 2000 , according to which covert movement is more local than overt movement (see also Dayal (2002) for related discussion of English wh-in-situ in embedded indicatives, which she also assumes not to be able to move out of the indicative to matrix CP). Such a view of covert movement, naturally, needs to be combined with a non-movement analysis of wh-in-situ elements that appear within islands. The approach that will be adopted in Section 4 below is Reinhart's (1998) choice function variable binding analysis.
If genuine covert movement is local and cannot extract any in situ element out of an indicative clause, then the unacceptability of (9) is explained: on the one hand, the 'complex focus' interpretation would require long covert movement to the matrix clause periphery (see (8)), while on the other hand, if the second focus is to be interpreted as independent of the first (a 'true multiple foci' reading), then the second focus would have to be fronted to the preverbal focus position of its own clause (see Note 3).
With these discoveries about the syntax/semantics mapping in multiple foci constructions in place, we now turn to the role of focus in multiple wh-questions.
Focus in multiple wh-interrogatives
It is a standard view that wh-operators in single wh-questions are a special case of focus operators (e.g. Rochemont 1978 Rochemont , 1986 Culicover and Rochemont 1983; Horváth 1986 ), evidenced by certain prosodic and semantic parallelisms, as well as syntactic similarities. Indeed in Hungarian (or Italian, Greek, Catalan, Bengali etc.) single wh-movement and focus movement apparently target the same left-peripheral position, identified as FocP in Brody (1990) and in Rizzi (1997) , among others. However, the conjecture that wh-expressions in singular/simple constituent questions play the role of focus does not carry over automatically to multiple whinterrogatives, in particular for second, third, etc. wh-elements in such questions. I argue that although at least one wh-element needs to be focused in a multiple wh-interrogative too, second, third etc. wh-pronouns are not necessarily focused. Evidence for this view comes from two types of Hungarian multiple wh-interrogatives: the Slavic-type multiple wh-fronting (MF) construction, and English type single wh-fronting constructions, in which latter case one wh-element is fronted, and the rest remain in situ. Concentrating on MF first, a crucial observation to make is that while Hungarian allows maximally one fronted focus constituent, it allows any number of fronted wh-items. Therefore maximally one fronted wh-item can be focused, the rest must be non-focused. That indeed there is a focused wh-element among the preverbal wh-phrases in MF is suggested by several properties. First, just as with lexical focus, the cluster of fronted wh-expressions is immediately followed by the inverted finite verb, and can be preceded by (multiple) instances of topics. Another relevant property concerns the prosody of MF questions: just as in the case of lexical focus, the verb that is right-adjacent to the cluster of fronted wh-phrases and is de-stressed. Further, MF can co-occur with postverbal identificational focus, as in (10a). This is significant, given that a postverbal identificational focus can only ever appear in the presence of a preverbal identificational focus (cf. É. Kiss 1998) In fact, it appears that within the wh-cluster in MF it is the linearly last fronted whexpression that functions as focus. For one thing, that is the wh-element that bears emphatic accent analogous to that of preverbal lexical focus; higher wh-elements in the MF cluster (i.e. wh-elements to the left of the immediately preverbal one) only bear regular phrasal stress as assigned to them by the Nuclear Stress Rule (NSR) (cf. É. Kiss (1994) on the application of NSR in Hungarian). In addition, it is the immediately preverbal wh-phrase that corresponds to identificational focus in appropriate answers; higher wh-phrases correspond to topicalized XPs in answers, cf. (11). Note also that higher wh-expressions must be presuppositional (quantifying over presupposed sets), while the immediately preverbal wh-expression needs not be. For ease of reference, the two conclusions are repeated below.
(12) The feature [foc] is assigned to wh-elements in the Numeration. In fact, conclusion (12) finds confirmation in English-type multiple questions (i.e., multiple questions with exactly one fronted wh-phrase), found in Hungarian. 8 The relevant property of such questions is that in bi-clausal syntactic contexts, when the in situ wh-phrase is located in the embedded clause, this in situ wh-element can appear in either one of two positions: it can either be fronted to an immediately preverbal focus position within the embedded clause, or it can stay in situ.
Melyik fiú állította, hogy ismeri melyik lányt? which boy claim-PAST-3SG that know-3SG which girl-ACC b.
Melyik fiú állította, hogy melyik lányt ismeri? which boy claim-PAST-3SG that which girl-ACC know-3SG 'Which boy claimed to know which girl?' (14) serves as a contrast to bi-clausal multiple foci constructions with a second focus in an embedded indicative clause. Recall that such constructions are severely degraded with an in situ second focus (cf. (9a)), but are fine when the second focus is fronted to the focus position of the embedded indicative (cf. Note 5, (i) ). Then the second, in situ, wh-phrase in (14a) cannot be focus, otherwise (14a) should be just as degraded as (9a). In (14b), by contrast, the second whphrase is apparently focused, and sits in the focus position of the embedded indicative clause. In short, the second wh-phrase in English-type multiple questions seems to bear [foc] only as an option. This conforms to the prediction made jointly by (12) and (13): in English-type multiple questions there is a [foc]-bearing wh-element in the sentence (namely, the matrix wh-expression), hence the second wh-item either does or does not carry [foc] , reflecting the relevant choice made in NUM.
Further evidence that the second, in situ wh-phrase in (14a) is non-focus comes from the distribution of superlative predicative adjuncts (SPA). É. Kiss and Farkas (2000) show that in constructions with an SPA, the focus operator introduces the set that serves as the ordering domain for the ordering property denoted by the adjunct appearing in the superlative. What is worth noting is that while in a mono-clausal context an SPA can be associated either with a preverbal, or with a postverbal, in situ wh-phrase (see (15a), which is accordingly ambiguous), an SPA cannot be related to an in situ wh-element as in the embedded indicative clause (15b) -cf. (14a) vs. (15b). 9 Observe that an SPA can be associated with a wh-element in an embedded indicative when that wh-element is fronted within the embedded clause (see (15c)).
(15) a.
Melyik fiú vette észre melyik lányt a legelőbb? which boy take-PAST-3SG mind-to which girl-ACC the earliest 'Which boy noticed which girl first?' b.
*Melyik fiú állította, hogy észre vette which boy claim-PAST-3SG that mind-to take-PAST-3SG melyik lányt a legelőbb? which girl-ACC the earliest c.
Melyik fiú állította, hogy melyik lányt vette észre which boy claim-PAST-3SG that which girl-ACC take-PAST-3SG mind-to a legelőbb? the earliest 'Which boy claimed that he noticed which girl first?' This pattern once again suggests that while the second wh-phrase that is fronted within the embedded clause is focus (and hence can be associated with an SPA), the second wh-phrase that is in situ in the embedded clause is non-focus (and hence cannot be associated with an SPA). The fact that (15a) allows the SPA to be construed with the in situ wh-phrase shows that an in situ wh-expression in a monoclausal multiple question may bear [foc] .
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In this section I have examined the focus structure of both the MF and the English-type multiple question pattern, and found that (i) in the former, it is only the immediately preverbal wh-element that bears [foc] , and (ii) in the latter, while the immediately preverbal wh-expression carries [foc] invariably, the in situ wh-phrase bears [foc] merely as an option. Next I demonstrate how the distribution of the [foc] property affects the interpretive options of multiple whinterrogatives as mediated by syntactic movements.
Multiple questions: Structure and interpretation
In this section I will argue that the distribution of the [foc] property in multiple questions has an indirect effect on their interpretation, in particular, on the nature of possible answers they allow. Before turning to that issue, I identify what structural analysis is appropriate for the two syntactic patterns of multiple wh-interrogatives investigated above.
Movements
First I consider MF. It was argued above that multiple syntactic focusing (à la Bošković) is not a viable analysis. High wh-phrases in MF seem to be topical on the counts of the properties reviewed in the preceding section: they are invariably presuppositional, and they correspond to topicalized phrases in appropriate answers. 11 However, that alone does not entail that high whphrases in MF are syntactic topics (cf. e.g. Gundel's (1985 Gundel's ( , 1988 distinction between pragmatic and syntactic topics; see also Reinhart (1981) ). Indeed, they seem not to be.
First, topics can intersperse with certain adverbs (e.g. temporal, epistemic) or parentheticals, while high wh-expressions cannot. Second, long movement of a topic to a matrix clause is possible, but long movement of high wh-phrases to a similar position is severely degraded. Third, as illustrated in (16), topics containing pronouns bound from a lower A-bar position reconstruct, unlike analogous high wh-phrases. Binding of the pro possessor within the initial topicalized DP by the immediately preverbal wh-phrase is possible in (16a), but pro in the first fronted wh-phrase cannot be bound by the immediately preverbal wh-operator in (16b). (16) Surányi (2002 Surányi ( , 2005 proposes to treat MF in Hungarian, in line with Richards (1997) , as involving multiple [wh]-checking in a multiple specifier configuration in FocP (for discussions of multiple specifiers, see Koizumi 1994 , Chomsky 1995 , and Ura 1996 . The proposed structure is as in (17) Reinhart's (1998) choice function approach for the treatment of these wh-in-situ elements. By combining with a choice function variable (which belongs to the category of determiners and occupies a determiner position syntactically, according to Reinhart (1998) ), in situ wh-elements will not be attracted, or as a matter of fact, attractable, by a [+wh] functional head.
13 Choice function variables associated with wh-elements are bound long-distance, are quantified existentially, and by definition they 'choose' (i.e. output) an individual from a set (they are of type f 〈〈et〉e〉 ). The mechanism entails that island boundaries or quantificational interveners (e.g. Beck 1996 , Chang 1997 , Cheng and Rooryck 2000 will not disrupt the dependency. This is indeed the case, as illustrated by (18a) and (18b) Melyik fiú lett ideges miután felhívta melyik lányt? which boy become-PAST-3SG angry after call-PAST-3SG which girl-ACC 'Which boy got angry after he phoned which girl?' b.
Ki ismertetett mindenkivel össze kit? who introduce-PAST-3SG everybody-with PREF who-ACC 'Who introduced who to everybody?' That the syntactic relation between the Foc 0 head and wh-in-situ elements can be construed as a non-movement dependency also provides an explanation for why a wh-phrase is able to remain in situ in an embedded indicative clause (which is apparently opaque for covert extraction), as in (14a) above, in contrast to focused phrases in an analogous syntactic context, as in (9). While the only construal for the latter in situ focused phrase would be covert focus movement to the matrix clause (not possible out of an indicative CP, hence the ungrammaticality of (9)), the in situ wh-element in (14a) does not need to undergo movement at all: it may lack a [foc] feature (an available option in NUM), and its [wh]-property is rendered inactive by a choice function variable (cf. Note 13).
With these structural descriptions in mind, we now turn to the interpretational options available to multiple questions in Hungarian, specifically, to the distribution of two prominent readings, the pair list reading and the single pair reading.
Interpretation
Multiple questions in general can be answered in either of two ways: with a pair list (PL), or with a single pair (SP). More specifically, certain multiple interrogative constructions may allow both of these answer types as appropriate, others may be expected to be answered only by SP, or only by PL. I begin by identifying the basic interpretive options available in MF and in English-type questions, offering a generalization concerning the availability of PL and SP at the syntax/semantics interface.
The first fact to observe is that MF questions in Hungarian must invariably receive a PL interpretation. A question like (19a) can be answered as in (19b), but not as in (19c) . (19) The pair list reading has often been derived by moving both wh-elements to the periphery of the clause (by LF at the latest) and by positing a semantic operation that composes them there. One such proposal is Higginbotham and May's (1981) Absorption mechanism, another one is Comorovski's (1996) and Dayal's (1996) approach to the interpretation of multiple questions, according to which multiple questions with a PL reading are essentially functional questions, as analyzed by Chierchia (1993) . On this latter approach, multiple questions involve a functional dependency between the wh-elements. (21b) is Dayal's (1996) representation of the (pair list) interpretation of a question like (21a). (21b) employs a function f from the set of men to the set of women. Each proposition p in the denotation of the question (21b) is the conjunction of a set of atomic propositions p′ of the form "a resembles b", where b=f (a). (Dayal (1996) defines an answerhood operator that selects the unique 'maximally true' proposition p.) (21) a.
Which girl resembles which actress? b.
λp
In English, according to Barss (2000) , both wh-phrases must move to CP (by LF) to provide appropriate input for Absorption; analogously, according to Dayal (2002) , both wh-elements must be fronted (by LF) to allow the semantic operation producing the functional interpretation to assign range and domain to the function. I propose, following Barss (2000) and Dayal (2002) , that multiple fronting of wh-elements to the left periphery (whether overt or covert) is a necessary and sufficient condition for a PL reading more generally, hence in Hungarian as well (see Surányi 2002) . Hungarian MF involves multiple wh-fronting to FocP, therefore a PL interpretation is readily generated. For the sake of concreteness, I adopt a functional approach to the PL reading. Specifically, I will assume, following Dayal (1996) , that Hungarian MF is interpreted as (21) .
If this is on the right track, then the fact that English-type questions in Hungarian can receive a PL reading predicts that they can involve multiple movements by LF. This is fully consonant with the conclusions of the preceding section. English-type questions involve a single overt wh-movement, whereby the fronted wh-element checks both [wh] and [foc] in FocP (cf. (13) and (17)). Given that the in situ wh-element may carry [foc] as an option (as determined in NUM), these multiple questions may then involve covert focus-movement of the in situ whphrase to FocP. If the in situ wh-phrase bears [foc], and is thus raised covertly to FocP, this derives the pair list interpretation of English-type multiple questions (like (20a) above), since on this construal, English-type multiple questions involve multiple movements to FocP (by LF).
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As I have assumed that in situ wh-phrases involve a choice function variable (as their syntactic determiner, following Reinhart (1998) ), accordingly, the interpretation of English-type PL questions will be minimally different from (21b): it will be along the lines of (22) (CH being the set of choice functions, whose type is 〈〈et〉e〉). Following a recent trend of work, I am making the reasonable assumption that the restriction of the in situ wh-phrase itself is not in FocP at LF. This is achieved if the choice function itself moves alone (which then must be taken to be a syntactic specifier element), an analysis advocated in Hagstrom (1998) (the idea is traceable to Watanabe's (1992) seminal work on Japanese wh-in-situ); but this view also accords well with a model of covert movement, where covert movement (in contrast to overt movement) does not induce pied-piping (Chomsky 1995; . In addition, we get the same result if reconstruction of the NP-restriction is assumed within a copy theory (see Chomsky 1993) . In distinction to (21b), where Range( f ) is a set of individuals, in (22) Range( f ) is a set of choice functions.
(22) Pair List interpretation of English-type multiple questions
When the in situ wh-phrase does not bear [foc], it remains in its A-position throughout the derivation. In that case, the functional interpretation (hence PL) cannot be triggered. On Reinhart's view, existential closure takes place over choice function variables: an appropriate existential quantifier is introduced at the edge of the nuclear scope of some operator (cf. Heim 1982) . For Reinhart (1998) and Winter (1997) this existential closure can take place at any point in the structure, however, Chierchia (2001) shows that existential closure of a choice function g is restricted to the immediate (nuclear) scope of the quantifier that binds the argument of g, assuming choice functions to be Skolemized. 17 Then the interpretation of English-type questions with an in situ non-focus wh-phrase (i.e., the other reading of questions like (20a)) is the following:
The two existential operators are not adjacent in the syntactic (or in the semantic) representation, as only melyik lány 'which girl' is in FocP, and the second wh-phrase is in situ throughout the syntactic derivation. Hence the semantic operation composing a single complex operator (i.e. an existential quantifier over functions) cannot apply. In short, when the in situ wh-element does not carry [foc] and does not covertly raise to FocP, the PL reading is unavailable, and an SP interpretation is generated instead.
These ideas represent a particular combination of the movement and the choice function variable binding approaches to wh-in-situ, in two senses. On the one hand, wh-in-situ is argued to be relatable to the left periphery either via syntactic movement or via binding of a choice function variable (through existential closure). The present account shares this property both with Barss (2000) and with Dayal (2002) . On the other hand, in contrast to Barss and Dayal, I have extended the movement mechanism to wh-phrases with choice function determiners: such wh-phrases (or their choice function) can either stay in situ, or they can undergo syntactic movement. It is proposed independently by Hagstrom (1998) that choice functions can undergo syntactic movement (for him, they move qua an existential quantifier over choice functions, leaving behind a choice function variable, and the moved element surfaces as a question particle). Hagstrom (1998) differentiates PL and SP readings based on what exactly moves from what position, whereas in the model developed in the preceding sections the difference between the two readings is derived by exploiting the distinction between the movement and the nonmovement mechanism of interpreting wh-elements. Nothing in the present model hinges on the identity of the formal feature driving the movement that is required for a PL interpretation, and indeed I have suggested for Hungarian (much in the spirit of Bošković's work, investigating the division of syntactic labor between [wh] and [foc] ) that in MF it is [wh], while in English-type questions with a PL reading it is [foc] that plays an instrumental role in triggering multiple movements.
Predicitons
The approach developed here makes several predictions with regard to the availability of PL and SP. First, it predicts that in contexts where the in situ wh-phrase in English-type questions is situated in a strong island (as in (18a) in Section 4.1 above), or is below a quantificational intervener (as in (18b)), only the SP reading should materialize, since that reading does not require movement of the in situ wh-item. This prediction is verified: (18a) and (18b) both lack the PL interpretation. 19 Recall now from Section 3 instances of wh-in-situ within an embedded indicative illustrated by (14a), which were demonstrated not to involve any covert movement at all, alongside minimally different examples like (14b), which involve focus fronting of the wh-item within the embedded indicative. Both types of sentences admit an SP answer only. 20 This once again follows, since neither has the two wh-elements sufficiently close to each other at LF: in (14a) the second wh-element remains in situ throughout the derivation, while in (14b) it is located in FocP of the embedded clause. As a result, the single complex functional wh-operator cannot be formed, and the PL reading does not obtain.
Another observation concerns cases that differ from (14a) above only in that the embedded clause itself is headed independently by a wh-phrase, as illustrated below. Assume a context of a press conference after the general elections where the winning political party introduces its candidates for Minister of Health, Minister of Education and Minister of Defense. These young and previously little known candidates have been announced to be proven experts of some major notorious problem area belonging to the field of the ministry that they are to become head of (i.e., the three candidates and the three major problem areas are given). A journalist arriving late and not knowing which candidate is supposed to be an expert of which area then asks a colleague at the press conference (24a), which can be answered as (24b), by a pair list.
(24) a.
Melyik miniszterjelölt tudja, hogy which minister-candidate know-3SG that hogy lehet megoldani melyik nagy problémát? how possible PREF-solve-INF which major problem-ACC 'Which candidate knows how it is possible to solve which major problem?' b.
A tudja, hogy hogy lehet megoldani X problémát, B tudja, hogy hogy lehet megoldani Y problémát, és C tudja, hogy hogy lehet megoldani Z problémát. 'A knows how problem X can be solved, B knows how problem Y can be solved, and C knows how problem Z can be solved.'
In contrast to (14a), (24a) is amenable to a PL interpretation. The availability of PL in (24a), on the view presented above, is the result of covert focus movement of the in situ wh-element (or at least its choice function determiner) to matrix FocP. 22 Construing the in situ wh-phrase as [+foc] and raising it covertly to matrix FocP is not possible in (14a), since the covert movement of the in situ wh-phrase (to check its focus feature) is not licensed out of an embedded indicative clause, as we saw in (9a) (see also Note 3, (i)). Hence a PL reading is not available to (14a). The question is then begged: How come covert focus movement of the wh-in-situ is legitimate in (24a), resulting in PL?
Before attending to that question, let me add a further type of example to the pattern, this time involving a fronted focus phrase in [Spec,FocP] of the embedded indicative clause. Consider a context with three hypermarkets, each hypermarket advertising that they are the sole retailer of a certain product. Given the three products in question and the three hypermarket chains, but not knowing which chain advertises which, one can felicitously ask (25).
(25) Melyik áruház állítja, hogy CSAK NÁLUK lehet which hypermarket claim-3SG that only by.them possible megvenni melyik terméket? PREF-buy-INF which product-ACC 'Which hypermarket claims which product to be available only by them?' Questions of this form can once again be interpreted either as PL (as illustrated here), or as SP. Now (24a) and (25) differ from (14a) merely in having the FocP of the embedded indicative clause filled by a wh-expression (hogy 'how'), and by a focus phrase (csak náluk 'only by them'), respectively.
We can now ask the questions why covert movement of the wh-in-situ out of the embedded indicative is licensed in (24a) and (25), resulting in PL, but not in (14a). The answer, I submit, is provided by Fox's (2000) proposal according to which the covert movement of QR can be long distance, passing through Spec of CP or adjoining to CP in an intermediate step, if this intermediate movement is licensed by Scope Economy (if it results in a new scope relation). 23 Apparently, covert focus movement of wh-in-situ in Hungarian follows the same pattern. The intermediate step in the long movement gets the in situ wh-element in (24a) and (25) above the preverbal wh-phrase and preverbal focus phrase, respectively, which produces new scope relations, hence this intermediate movement step is licensed by Scope Economy. The next movement step raises the wh-element on to matrix FocP. Since the preverbal focus position is vacant in (14a), the intermediate movement step fails to be licensed by Scope Economy: it creates no new scope relations. Long movement of the in situ wh-element to matrix FocP is therefore blocked, consequently no PL reading is generated. 24 This account predicts that if the wh-in-situ element located within an indicative complement clause in a multiple question is not in the same clause where preverbal FocP is filled by a wh-phrase or by a focused expression (as in (24a) and (25) It is predicted that the (first) intermediate movement step raising the in situ wh-element to the CP projection of its own clause, which houses no wh-phrase, will not be licensed by Scope Economy. Given that the successive cyclic long movement required for PL is illegitimate, only an SP reading is expected. This prediction is borne out by (26): a PL interpretation is absent even in a context comparable to that provided for (24a).
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In summary, the generalization concerning PL readings that emerges from the discussion in this section is the following:
(27) Pair List Generalization (to be revised) A PL interpretation is generated at the syntax/semantics interface only in the (overt or covert) presence of multiple wh-elements in a single functional projection.
In Hungarian, the immediately preverbal wh-phrase is raised to the focus position due to both [wh]-and [foc]-checking; a second wh-element is fronted by virtue of [wh]-checking in MF constructions, while in English-type questions receiving a PL interpretation it is moved up covertly to perform [foc]-checking. Finally, in SP English-type questions, wh-in-situ does not undergo movement. In the remainder of the paper, I examine the distribution of PL and SP readings as well as aspects of the focus structure of multiple questions in two other, unrelated languages: Serbo-Croatian and Japanese, suggesting that the proposal developed thus far can be extended to them as well.
Serbo-Croatian: MF as focus movement
Serbo-Croatian (SC), an MF language, has received much attention recently due to the work of Bošković (1997 Bošković ( , 1998 Bošković ( , 2002 . According to Bošković (1997 Bošković ( , 1998 , MF in simple matrix clauses involves focus feature driven movement to a position lower than the [wh]-checking position (CP). 26 True wh-movement in such syntactic contexts takes place only in covert syntax from the focus position, and in this sense then, fronted wh-phrases count as wh-in-situ elements. Bošković assumes that multiple focus movements can (apparently) violate Superiority, since the totality of nodes crossed (i.e. distance covered) by the totality of movements will be identical in every order of applying the fronting transformations. In contrast, in a variety of other syntactic contexts (including embedded domains, as well as long-movement scenarios) Superiority must be obeyed (compare (29a) and (29b) below). Bošković explains this by arguing that [wh]-attracting C is not overtly merged in (28), while it has to be overtly merged in (29) (as well as in all embedded contexts), where overt wh-movement takes place to C. Wh-movement attracts the closest whphrase, hence Superiority is respected in (29). (28) Simple matrix questions like (28) in SC, in difference to Hungarian, can receive either a PL or a SP reading (Bošković 2001) . 27 It seems that multiple movements to a non-wh-position does not suffice for a PL interpretation to be generated. Evidence from SC apparently points to the conclusion that (27) must be sharpened to (30)
: (30) Pair List Generalization (PLG)
A PL interpretation is generated at the interface only in the presence of multiple whelements in a single functional projection FP, where F bears [wh] .
This revision over (27) means that the semantic operation creating the complex wh-operator (on the functional approach: the function relating elements of the sets quantified over by the whphrases) can only apply in the functional projection headed by a [+wh] head.
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Given that on Bošković's analysis fronted wh-phrases in (28) are not housed by a head F that bears [wh] , the formation of the complex wh-operator does not take place in their overt position. The [wh]-feature of C (merged in (28) in covert syntax above the overt position of fronted wh-elements, according to Bošković) needs to be checked nevertheless. Recall from the preceding section that in situ wh-phrases can be related to the functional head F bearing [wh] via either of two basic mechanisms: through movement, or alternatively, without movement, through binding of a choice function variable associated with the in situ wh-item. Granting Bošković's structural description of matrix MF in SC, according to (30) the creation of the single complex wh-operator, and hence PL, obtains in (28) only if both wh-phrases are wh-moved to CP in covert syntax (covert focus-movement is not an option: MF itself involves multiple overt focusfronting). Given that in (28) no factor (e.g. island boundary) prevents the application of either movement to CP or binding, both may potentially apply in principle. Thus, the realization of the two options is what yields the two readings: PL and SP.
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Japanese: An interpretive Subjacency effect Japanese is widely known as a wh-in-situ language. According to the present account, in principle in situ wh-phrases can relate to [wh]-bearing C either by syntactic movement, or by binding of a choice function variable. In a simple multiple question where no island is present, one option is that both wh-elements undergo (covert) movement to C; another choice is that only one of the two raises to C, the other is associated with a choice function variable and is bound in situ; a third option is that both wh-elements are associated with a choice function variable and are bound in situ. The first choice results in PL, the latter two choices yield SP. Accordingly, the prediction is that Japanese multiple questions should be ambiguous between a PL and a SP reading. This prediction is apparently correct (cf. Miyagawa (1997) , cited in Kitagawa, Rhoers, and Tomioka (2004); Bošković (2002) p.c. to Mamoru Saito). One debated issue in the syntax of Japanese wh-in-situ has been whether wh-elements in Japanese are sensitive to wh-islands. For instance, Lasnik and Saito (1984) and Takahashi (1993) argue that a wh-island can be crossed by a wh-dependency; Watanabe (1992) claims that whislands are obeyed in this language too; while Nishigauchi (1990 Nishigauchi ( , 1999 reports that the whisland constraint is usually obeyed, though not for all speakers.
Recently, Deguchi and Kitagawa (2002) and Ishihara (2002) have argued that in order to examine this issue properly, prosody crucially needs to be taken into account. Specifically, when the domain of deaccenting triggered by the wh-in-situ extends to the matrix scope marker (i.e. the question particle), the wh-phrase takes matrix scope whether or not it is situated in a whisland. Generally in Japanese, in situ wh-elements receive an emphatic accent and are followed by pitch compression, a prosodic pattern referred to as Emphatic Prosody (EPD).
As illustrated in (31) below (where pitch compression is marked by underlining), if pitch compression extends from the wh-in-situ element to the embedded question particle, the whelement is interpreted with scope over the embedded clause, and when pitch compression reaches the matrix question particle ('long EPD'), the wh-item receives matrix scope. John-wa Mary-ga nani-o katta ka kikimasita ka? 'What did John ask whether Mary bought?' Apparently, a wh-in-situ can take scope out of a wh-island in the presence of long EPD. 30 The emphatic accent followed by pitch compression triggered by wh-in-situ is analogous to the prosody triggered by focalized elements, which is why the pattern involved is also referred to as the Focus Intonation Pattern (FIP). It is then the covert scope of focus elements, including whitems, that requires appropriate(ly long) EPD / FIP. Kitagawa, Roehrs, and Tomioka (2004) demonstrate that although a wh-island can apparently be violated in Japanese, the wh-island will still have an interpretive effect. Consider the examples in (32). In all three examples there is a matrix verb embedding an interrogative clause, which in turn embeds another clause containing two wh-phrases. Now if this most deeply embedded clause is declarative, as in (32a), the wh-in-situ 'which promising player' will have no problem being associated with the Q morpheme of the middle CP. It can do so even when the middle clause contains a question-embedding verb, i.e. even when it needs to 'cross' (i.e. scope out of) a wh-island, as in (32b). However, when the matrix predicate specifically requires a PL interpretation, and disallows a SP interpretation of the middle clause (e.g. the predicate 'make a list'), the wh-island all of a sudden has an effect, resulting in unacceptability, cf. (32c).
(32) Scope of embedded WH in middle CP (PL reading OK) a.
[Supo-Niti-ga-desune, [DO'no-kyuudan-ga DO-no-yuuboo-sensyu-o Japan-Sports-NOM which-ball.club-NOM which-promising-player-ACC itii-simee-siyooto-siteiru-to ] kangaeteiru-ka ] risuto-ni-site-mimasyoo. intend.to.select.as.No.1-that think-Q make.a.list-let.us 'Let's list with respect to which ball club Sports Nippon thinks it will select which promising player as No.1 draft pick.'
Scope of embedded WH in middle CP, across a wh-island (SP reading OK)
b.
[Supo-Niti-ga-desune, [DO'no-kyuudan-ga DO-no-yuuboo-sensyu-o Japan-Sports-NOM which-ball.club-NOM which-promising-player-ACC itii-simee-siyooto-siteiru'oka ] sirabeteiru-ka ] gozonzi-desu-ka intend.to.select.as.No.1-whether investigating-Q know-Q 'Do you know with respect to which ball club Sports Nippon wants to know whether it will select which promising player as No.1 draft pick?'
Scope of embedded WH in middle CP, across a wh-island (no PL reading!)
intend.to.select.as.No.1-whether investigating-Q make.a.list-let.us 'Let's list with respect to which ball club Sports Nippon wants to know whether it will select which promising player as No.1 draft pick.' Thus, in (32a) where there is a PL-requiring matrix predicate 'make a list' but there is no whisland, the wh-dependency is well-formed. In contrast, in (32c) where we find the same PLrequiring predicate 'make a list' but there is a wh-island, the PL reading associated with the whdependency is not generated, and as a result, the sentence is not interpretable.
This pattern receives a rather simple explanation on the present account. In (32b) and (32c) the wh-island blocks syntactic extraction, but allows binding of a choice function variable. Accordingly, only an SP reading is allowed (as in (32b)), a PL reading is not (as in (32c)).
Interestingly, Kitagawa, Rhoers, and Tomioka (2004) have also detected what can be called an interpretive additional wh-effect. When one of the two wh-elements is located outside the wh-island, then the PL reading unexpectedly becomes available again. This is illustrated below:
(33) [Rekidaino DO'no-daitooryoo-ga [ DO'no-tosi-ni senoo-ni past which-president-NOM which year-in war-to totunyuu-subeki-kadooka ] sinkenni kentoosita-ka ] risuto-nisite-mimasyoo. go-should-whether seriously considered-Q make.a.list-let.us 'Let's list which president, past or present, seriously considered whether to go to war in which year' Hagstrom (1998) makes the proposal, discussing Japanese, that choice function variables can be attached not only to wh-phrases, but also to larger syntactic units, like wh-clauses. Now on this account, the interpretive additional wh-effect above follows directly. This is because if in (33) a choice function variable is attached to the most embedded wh-clause itself, then in addition to the wh-expression within the middle CP, this most embedded wh-clause can raise too (a form of large scale pied-piping, cf. e.g. Nishigauchi (1990) ). This movement can be analyzed as pure focus movement, assuming that the choice function variable itself saturates the active whproperty of the wh-clause (as in the case of Hungarian wh-in-situ) . Therefore, two movements can be directed at the middle CP, producing a PL reading. 
Conclusion
In this paper I have explored the idea suggested for English by Barss (2000) and Dayal (2002) , and for Hungarian by Surányi (2002) , namely that multiple movements of wh-elements is a necessary and sufficient condition for pair list readings to be generated in multiple questions. I have sharpened this generalization to the form below (repeated from (30)).
(30) Pair List Generalization (PLG)
The PLG was shown to extend to Hungarian, Serbo-Croatian and Japanese, and was related to the creation of the complex functional operator in Dayal's (1996) implementation of the functional approach to the pair list interpretation. In these languages taking the focus structure of multiple questions into account and investigating the division of syntactic labor between the [wh] and the [foc] feature proved crucial for uncovering the deeper regularities concerning their interpretation along the pair list/single pair dimension. Focus structure of multiple questions was argued to figure in determining their covert structure in Hungarian; it governs their overt structure in Serbo-Croatian; appropriate focus structure as reflected in Emphatic Prosody makes possible apparent wh-island violations in Japanese, in which language wh-in-situ participating in a pair list reading nevertheless does respect wh-islands.
The model explored here represents a particular combination of the movement and the choice function variable binding approaches to wh-in-situ. Specifically, in contrast to Barss (2000) and Dayal (2002) , I have extended the movement mechanism to wh-phrases with choice function determiners: such wh-phrases (or their choice function) can either stay in situ, or, if they check a [foc] feature in the CP-domain, they too can undergo syntactic movement.
In researching the syntax-semantics interface, one often has to abstract away from focus structure in order to see the relevant facts clearly. The syntax-semantics interface of the pair list/single pair dichotomy in multiple wh-questions appears to be yet another domain where precisely the opposite is necessary.
Notes *
The analysis of the structure and interpretation of Hungarian multiple questions that I build on in this paper goes back to Chapter 6 of my thesis (Surányi 2002 ) (which was prepared independently of Dayal (2002) ). Ideas laid out in Section 2 derive from Surányi (2002: Chapter 2), and they formed part of a talk presented at Linguistics Colloquium 38. I would like to thank the audience there as well as at the ISAG conference in Tübingen for questions and remarks, as well as an anonymous reviewer and the editors of this volume for helpful comments and questions that have resulted in clarifications at various points in the paper. This work was supported by grant No. D-048454 of the Hungarian National Scientific and Research Fund, which is hereby gratefully acknowledged.
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Throughout the paper double questions will be examined for the sake of simplicity of presentation; extension to multiple questions with more than two wh-phrases is straightforward in all cases. Glosses in this paper employ the following abbreviations: NOM=Nominative, ACC=Accusative, DAT=Dative, PAST=Past, SUBJ=Subjunctive, POS=Possibility, SG=Singular, PL=Plural, PREF=Verbal Prefix (Preverb), TOP=Topic Marker, Q=Question Particle.
2
The second focus in (5) can at best receive an information focus interpretation (or else, a metalinguistic reading): as a continuation of (3), (5) is degraded. Apparently, the relevant empirical generalization can be stated as in (i) . (i) may be understood in terms of Feature Balance (of focus goals and probes), applying to the lexical input (Array) constituting clauses, cf. Müller (2004) . (i) If in some CP there is an element E which is interpreted as an 'independent focus' (i.e. a focus not participating in a 'complex focus' construction), and no other focused element occupies the preverbal focus position of that CP, then E must be fronted to the preverbal focus position of CP. The association of the focused phrase in the embedded clause in (7) with its own focus particle csak 'only' makes sure it is interpreted as an 'independent focus' (cf. (i) above). Csak 'only' in (4) and (5) is associated with the respective pairs of focused elements, while in (6) it is associated with the preverbal focused phrase alone. 4 Then, (5) is out because it cannot receive either a 'complex focus' interpretation (covert movement of its second focus is blocked), or a 'true multiple focus' reading (which would require its second focus to be fronted within the embedded clause, see (i) in Note 3). In terms of features, the movement pattern associated with 'complex focus' (cf. (4)) is best captured (in Chomsky's (1995) terms) by assuming the [foc] feature of FocP to be 'strong', and the [foc] feature of focused phrases to be 'weak' (which is conveniently transposable to more recent terminology of the probe/goal system).
5
A context for (9a) would be something like the following. A: "I've heard that many teachers claimed that many students had got expelled" B: "Well, not quite…(9a)". When the second focus is fronted to a preverbal position in the embedded indicative, the sentences improve to full acceptability; cf. (i), a variant of (9a Bolinger (1978) calls the wh-phrase in a multiple question that contributes the sorting key (cf. Kuno 1982, Kuno and Takami 1993) (mit 'what-ACC' in (11) above) the 'topic' of the multiple question (as well as the phrase corresponding to it in a congruent answer, cf. also Erteshik-Shir 1986) . Note that in English-type languages, the sorting key can be provided either by the fronted or by the surface in situ wh-elements (see É. Kiss 1993 The ambiguity in (15a) can be paraphrased as 'Which girl was the first to be noticed by which boy?' vs. 'Which boy was the first to notice which girl?'. 10 Confirming the proposed focus-structure for the MF construction, an SPA in MF can only be associated with the immediately preverbal wh-phrase, but not any of the higher wh-phrases. 11 See also Grohmann (2000, in press ), Boeckx and Grohmann (2004) , and Wu (1996 Wu ( , 1999 for discussion of topicality of wh-phrases, and wh-topicalization in Chinese. Jaeger (2003) argues that topicality is a crucial factor responsible for the ordering of fronted wh-elements in Bulgarian. 12 É. Kiss (1993 Kiss ( , 1994 14 Given that the PL reading can be unambiguously expressed by a corresponding multiple question with an MF pattern, the PL reading of English-type multiple questions is somewhat less prominent (though confirmed by all informants consulted). One interpretive difference between the two patterns is that while the immediately preverbal wh-phrase (i.e., the focus) in MF does not need to be D-linked, Dlinking is obligatory for all wh-phrases in English-type questions in Hungarian. This is explained insofar as in English-type multiple questions the fronted wh-phrase serves as the sorting key (see Note 6), while the in situ wh-elements are all interpreted via choice function variables (cf. Note 13). Another hitherto unnoticed discrepancy is that while the set quantified over by the high wh-phrase in MF multiple questions must be exhausted (see Comorovski 1989 , É. Kiss 1993 , this is not necessarily so with English-type multiple questions. For instance, consider a situation where thirty players have registered for a singles tennis competition, but maximally ten games can be squeezed into a day due to lack of enough tennis courts, and so the organizers decide to break down the first round of games to two days. A player can then ask the organizers the English-type question in (i) , whereas an MF question would be inappropriate. (i) Akkor ma melyik játékos játszhat melyik játékossal? then today which player play-POS-3SG which player-with 'Which player can then play today against which player?' Context is an obvious disambiguating factor in the case of the otherwise ambiguous (SP/PL) Englishtype questions. To control for a PL reading, English-type questions can be embedded under verbs like 'list' or 'enumerate', or can be simply prefixed by an imperative sentence like 'Make a list '. 15 Note that the assumed focus structure of multiple questions in such cases (both wh-items are [+foc] ) is reflected in appropriate answers, such as (20c): both of the two phrases corresponding to the two whexpressions show properties of focus (word order, emphatic accent). Similarly, in congruent answers 23 This is what Fox (2000) argues to explain the availability of non-clause-bound wide scope of the universal quantifier over the matrix subject expression in (i) . Miyagawa (2005) shows that the predictions extend to long scrambling in Japanese. In Japanese a long scrambled QP is able to take scope over a matrix subject precisely in cases where at the intermediate movement step to the subordinate CP layer it (newly) obtains wide scope over another QP within the subordinate clause. (i) One girl knows what every boy bought for Mary (one > every, every > one) 24 The same account can be extended to an analogous contrast in English between sentences with a whin-situ in an indicative embedded clause (where PL is unavailable), and wh-triangle examples (where PL involving the wh-phrase in matrix [Spec,CP] and the wh-in-situ in the embedded clause is available). See also Note 25. 25 Dayal (2002) , building on Dayal (1996) , suggests for 'wh-triangle' scenarios such as (24a) that the embedded wh-clause is interpreted as a second-order question, and given that the matrix verb selects for a first-order question, it undergoes QR as a whole into the matrix clause, resulting in a list interpretation. This account of the re-emergence of a PL reading, however, does not extend to cover either (25) or (26): in the former, the complement clause is not a second order question to begin with, yet a PL reading is available, while in the latter, even though the complement clause (CP 2 ) is a second order question, the PL reading is absent. See also Note 24. 26 The analysis of MF in SC as focus movements follows Stjepanović (1995) , who provides support for this view from the distribution of sentential adverbs. 27 Judgments are murky in the case of (29) (see Bošković (2002): Fn. 10) . 28 This can be implemented technically in several ways. An obvious one would be to assume the (abstract) semantic element responsible for the creation of the complex operator (a quantifier over functions) to be realized by the [+wh] functional head itself. The choice itself is tangential to the main point of the present paper, and will not be discussed here. 29 Russian and Polish MF is apparently similar in all syntactic contexts to what is attested in SC MF in simple matrix clauses (e.g. lack of Superiority effects) (cf. Stepanov (1998) for this claim for Russian). Indeed, these languages too allow both a PL and an SP answer, as expected. Bulgarian and Romanian seem to pattern with Hungarian (according to Bošković (1998 Bošković ( , 2000 , Bulgarian MF targets CP, and involves a single [wh]-checking movement and multiple [foc]-checking movements (i.e. the inverse of Hungarian in the relevant sense)). As predicted, these languages only allow a PL interpretation for MF. 30 Hirotani (2003, to appear) demonstrates that long EPD is required for matrix scope, but it does not enforce matrix scope (i.e. the pairing is not strict). Accordingly, (31b) is actually ambiguous between a matrix and an embedded scope reading. Hirotani advocates the following generalization: (i) Scope Prosody Principle The scope of wh-in-situ is (preferentially) contained in the same major phonological phrase as the wh-in-situ. 31 An alternative treatment could rely on Richards' (1998) Principle of Minimal Compliance (PMC):
given that the upper wh-phrase can satisfy Subjacency (paying the 'Subjacency-tax'), the wh-element within the wh-island is able to move across the wh-island boundary. Multiple movements to the middle CP projection in turn will result in a PL reading. However, this type of analysis would predict that an interpretive additional wh-effect should arise with other types of Subjacency islands as well, which is contrary to fact. The account proposed above can derive this latter contrast insofar as [+wh, +foc] choice function variables are only allowed to attach to wh-type (i.e. [+wh] ) units (wh-phrases or whclauses).
